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Collect all the state quarters, plus the District of Columbia and U.S. territories, in this colorful and
durable map of the United States!Room to collect all 56 quarters from both the Philadelphia and
Denver mints -- 112 quarters in all!Quarters press into secure display slots across the U.S. map,
with easy pop-out tabs for removal.If you are collecting complete sets of quarters from both mints,
use the Alternate Mint set of quarter display slots to the right of the U.S. map.Fun facts about each
state, including date of admission to the union, state capital, state flower, and state bird.Each
quarter slot features the design of that state's quarter, so you know exactly what to look for as you
collect.States in the U.S. map are color-coded by year of quarter issue.Fun and educational for the
whole family!Measures 12-3/8'' wide x 13-3/8'' high.
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It does have space for over 100 quarters, half from Philadelphia mints and half from Denver mints.
The quality is excellent, the coins gets firmly embedded, it has a good size. Definitely recommend
and would definitely buy again if o decide to make another collection.

This is perfect. We had to replace our old collector book and I LOVE that the quarters go on the
state map. It is much larger than I was expecting, but we love it! Very easy to use, I didn't have any
problem at all getting the quarters into their spots. No rubber mallet was needed as others have
said.

Came seriously fast. I was rather surprised to find it on my doorstep two days after I purchased it

with standard shipping. The book is in excellent condition. The quarters fit perfectly. I love how there
are pictures to show where the quarters go if you are not positive you have the right quarter.
Overall, great buy. Strongly suggest it if you or a child wants to collect quarters.

my 8 year old daughter recently got into collecting the state quarters. she's not worried about mint
condition and all that, only that the quarters are shiny enough. this holder will keep all the quarters in
place, and will allow easy removal to swap out for a cleaner quarter. i like how there is another side
for collecting the second series from the other mint.

I had a quarter collector map that I had started years ago, but never finished. I gave it to my 11 year
old daughter recently, and my 10 year old son really liked it and wanted one too. This one was a
great price, and I love that it has a place to hold 2 sets if you want to collect both sets from the
different mints. My son loves it, it's good and sturdy, and very nicely illustrated.

The hardcover isn't enough strong.But, the configuration is good. There is the position for each state
quarter (P, D).And the history of each state is explained.

Purchased this for our nine year old son as a Christmas gift and thought he would enjoy the fun in
collecting the coins. He absolutely loves it! What an amazing way to learn about the states and
enjoy a treasure / scavenger hunt in finding all of them.

This is a great coin collection folder/album! It is quite large, but it displays the coins so nicely. The
map is quite attractive, the coins are not all bunched in, and it allows you to collect and display both
mints. It is made of pretty thick material which holds the coins snuggly and lies nice and flat when
open. This is by far one of the best things I have bought on .
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